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Fluctuation magnetoconductivity in YBa2Cu3O7: Gaussian, three-dimensionalXY, beyond
three-dimensionalXY, and lowest-Landau-level scaling
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Systematic measurements of the in-plane fluctuation magnetoconductivity in a YBa2Cu3O7 single crystal are
presented. Fields between 0 and 14 T were applied either parallel or perpendicular to the Cu-O atomic planes.
The data reveal the occurrence of a large Gaussian regime in the normal phase. Far aboveTc , the mean-field
fluctuation spectrum is effectively two dimensional. Decreasing the temperature towardsTc , a crossover to a
three-dimensional~3D! Gaussian regime is seen at low applied fields. The analysis of these results allows the
estimation of the coherence length perpendicular and parallel to the Cu-O planes, and reveals that supercon-
ductivity in YBa2Cu3O7 is characterized by a double planar periodicity. Thec lattice parameter is the relevant
periodicity length of the 2D behavior, whereas the smallest distance between the double Cu-O layers plays an
important role in the 3D fluctuation spectrum. In fields above 5 T applied parallel to thec axis, the fluctuation
magnetoconductivity scales as predicted by the 3D lowest-Landau-level approximation of the Ginzburg-
Landau theory. Very close toTc , and for quite low values of the applied field, the results clearly show the
occurrence of a genuine critical regime, where the exponent is consistent with the predictions of the full
dynamic 3DXY universality class. Still closer toTc , evidence is found for a fluctuation regime beyond 3DXY
scaling. This new scaling raises the interesting possibility for the ultimate weakly first-order character of the
superconducting transition in YBa2Cu3O72d . The whole set of data is condensed onH-T diagrams, which
display the regions of stability for the observed fluctuation regimes, in fields oriented parallel or perpendicular
to the Cu-O layers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamic fluctuations are observed in equilibriu
and transport properties of the high-Tc cuprates~HTSC’s! in
large temperature ranges above and below the norm
superconductor transition.1 The study of Gaussian fluctua
tions, which are observed far aboveTc , has been useful fo
obtaining informations on the effective dimensionality of s
perconductivity in the HTSC materials.2,3 Moreover, it pro-
vides a method for determining quantitatively the anisotro
Ginzburg-Landau~GL! coherence length.4,5

Recently, accurate specific-heat6 and electrical-
conductivity7 measurements very close toTc revealed the
effects of genuine critical fluctuations, which belong to t
three-dimensional~3D! XY universality class. One importan
related question, which has been addressed by sev
authors,8–10 concerns the robustness of the 3DXY scaling
upon the application of a magnetic field. Indeed, in hi
enough fields, the superconducting transition should be
scribed by the lowest-Landau-level~LLL ! approximation of
the GL theory.11,12 However, for YBa2Cu3O7 ~YBCO!, con-
troversy remains about the magnitude of the field and
width of the temperature interval that delimit the regions
stability of the 3DXY thermodynamics. Some authors clai
relevance of the 3DXY critical phenomenology in fields up
to 10 T and in temperature ranges about65 K around
Tc ,8,13 while others find good agreement of specific-heat a
magnetization data with the LLL type of scaling in the
0163-1829/2001/64~21!/214513~9!/$20.00 64 2145
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field and temperature ranges.9,10,14

Most of the experimental work performed with the pu
pose of studying 3DXY or LLL scalings consists of specific
heat and magnetization measurements. However, condu
ity experiments in applied magnetic field
~magnetoconductivity! are also interesting, since fluctuatio
effects are huge in this case, and accurate measurement
be easily done. These experiments give quantitative infor
tion that should be useful for clarifying some of the contr
versial aspects related to field effects on regimes domina
by thermal fluctuations in YBCO. In addition, fluctuation
conductivity measurements in the critical region allow t
determination of the dynamical exponentz. This is also a
controversial subject since certain data are interpreted by
suming a relaxation dynamics withz52,15 while other work-
ers suggest7,16 the model-E value17 z51.5, even in the pres
ence of an applied magnetic field.18

In this article we report field-dependent fluctuation co
ductivity measurements in a YBCO single crystal. Fields
to 14 T were applied either parallel (Hiab) or perpendicular
(Hic) to the Cu-O atomic planes. In the normal phase,
from Tc , we observe a large Gaussian regime that is do
nated by two-dimensional~2D! fluctuations. This regime is
stable up to the highest applied field whenHiab but it is
rounded off in fields above 1 T for theHic configuration.
Decreasing the temperature towardsTc , and in fields below
1 T for both orientations, a crossover to a 3D Gaussian
gime is seen. This study of the 3D Gaussian regime allow
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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to estimate the coherence length along thec axis. We also
obtain the field dependence of the mean-field critical te
perature, from which we calculate the in-plane cohere
length. In fields above 5 T applied along thec axis, the
fluctuation conductivity scales according to the 3D LL
theory12 in a broad temperature range around the transit
In very low applied fields and in a narrow temperature ran
about 0.5 K aboveTc , we observe a genuine critical regim
where the exponent is consistent with the predictions for
full dynamic 3DXY universality class.19 Still closer toTc ,
our results reveal a scaling regime beyond 3DXY fluctua-
tions, which has been first reported in Ref. 20. The origin
this new fluctuation regime is still unknown, but the very lo
value found for the corresponding exponent suggests its
terpretation as precursor of an ultimate weakly-first-or
pairing transition in YBCO. The whole set of data is co
densed inH-T diagrams showing the regions of validity o
the various fluctuation regimes observed for fields orien
parallel and perpendicular to the Cu-O atomic planes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHOD OF
ANALYSIS

A. Sample preparation and measurement techniques

A single crystal of YBCO was grown by a self-flu
method in a yttria-stabilized zirconia~YSZ! crucible. Oxy-
genation was performed for 6 days at 500 °C. The crysta
uniformly microtwinned and has an oxygen content betwe
6.90 and 6.92. Further details on the sample preparation
characterization may be found in Ref. 21.

In-plane resistivity measurements were performed wit
low-frequency low-current ac technique that employs
lock-in amplifier as null detector. Four in-line electrical co
tacts were painted silver on one sample surface. Contac
sistances below 1V could be obtained. During the resistiv
ity measurements, uniform magnetic fields in the range 0
T were applied parallel or perpendicular to the Cu-O laye
For the in-plane configuration, the field was applied eith
parallel or at a right-angle to the current direction. The m
alignments are estimated to be below 3°. Temperatures w
determined with a Pt sensor that has an accuracy of 1–2
and was corrected for magnetoresistance effects. Data p
were recorded while increasing or decreasing the temp
ture in rates of 3 K/h or smaller. A large number of close
spaced points were recorded in order to allow the numer
determination of the temperature derivative of the resistiv
dr/dT, in the temperature range encompassingTc .

B. Method of analysis

For analyzing the results we adopt the simplest approa
which assumes that the field-dependent fluctuation cond
tivity diverges as a simple power law,

Ds~T,H !5A«2l. ~1!

In the above equation,«[@T2Tc(H)#/Tc(H) is the field-
dependent reduced temperature,l is the critical exponent,
and A is a constant. The fluctuation magnetoconductivity
obtained fromDs5s2sR, wheres5s(T,H) is the mea-
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sured conductivity andsR is the regular term extrapolate
from the high-temperature behavior,

sR5~a1bT!21, ~2!

wherea and b are phenomenological constants that depe
weakly on the applied field.

In analogy with the Kouvel-Fisher method22 for the analy-
sis of critical phenomena, we determine numerically

xs52
d

dT
ln Ds. ~3!

Using Eq.~1!, we deduce that

xs
215

1

l
~T2Tc!. ~4!

Thus, the simple identification of a linear temperature beh
ior in plots of xs

21 versusT allows the simultaneous dete
mination ofTc andl. With the definition of the temperatur
region in which scaling is observed, the amplitudeA may be
easily calculated from Eq.~1! by substituting in it the values
of Tc andl previously determined.

The quantityxs
21 may also be used to verify the applica

bility of the Lawrence-Doniach~LD! approach23 to the re-
gimes dominated by Gaussian fluctuations in HTSC’s. A
cording to that theory, which is relevant for layere
superconductors, a crossover occurs from a 3D fluctua
regime nearTc to an effectively 2D decoupled regime i
temperatures far aboveTc . The critical temperature, how
ever, remains the same for both asymptotic regions. Wit
this approach the quantityxs

21 is written as

xs
215

2Tc«~«1a!

2«1a
, ~5!

where a[@2jc(0)/s#2, jc(0) is the amplitude of the GL
coherence length perpendicular to the layers, ands is the
spacing between the layers.23

As an example of our method of analysis, in Fig. 1 w
show the resistive transition of our YBCO sample at ze
field. In panels~a! and ~b!, r anddr/dT results are plotted,
respectively. In panel~c!, the transition is shown asxs

21

versus temperature. The slope of the straight line on the
ure gives the exponentl50.17, which corresponds to a ne
critical fluctuation regime, as discussed in Sec. IV B 1. Al
signaled in Fig. 1 is the temperature of maximumdr/dT,
denoted asTp . In low and moderate applied fields this tem
perature is a useful parameter since it represents a lower
for observing fluctuation regimes in the normal phase. It c
also be a good approximation for the critical temperature
studies of conductivity fluctuations in the mean-field regio3

The numerical procedure to determinexs
21 and the ex-

trapolation to estimatesR introduce uncertainties in the va
ues obtained for the critical exponents. However, these er
tend to become small nearTc , since a large fraction of the
total conductivity in this temperature region is due to flu
tuations. In order to minimize uncertainties, we performed
least two measurements ofr versusT for a given applied
3-2
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FLUCTUATION MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 214513
field. Four or more of these independent runs were p
formed in several cases in order to check the exponent
ues, to estimate their uncertainties, and to obtain a be
definition of the temperature ranges relevant for the vari
scaling regimes observed. In such cases, the reported e
nents are average values over the runs.

III. RESULTS

In Fig. 2 we show measured values ofxs
21 versusT in a

large temperature range aboveTc , both in zero applied field
and inm0H520 mT (Hiab). These results are represent
tive of the behavior of this quantity in low applied field
m0H<100 mT for Hiab and m0H<10 mT for Hic. Far
aboveTc , and in a large temperature range, we obtained
of xs

21 to Eq. ~4! with the exponentlG
2D51.0(60.1), for

both measurements in Fig. 2. This behavior is indicative
two-dimensional Gaussian fluctuations. Decreasing the t
perature towardsTc we notice a smooth crossover to anoth

FIG. 1. Superconducting transition in YBCO at zero field plo
ted as~a! resistivity versusT, ~b! dr/dT versusT, and~c! inverse
logarithmic derivative of the conductivity,xs

21 , versusT. The tem-
perature range is the same for the three plots. The exponent qu
in panel~c! is obtained from the slope of the fitted straight line.
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power-law regime, characterized by the exponentlG
2D

50.5060.03. This is a three-dimensional Gaussian regim
which is unaffected by magnetic fields in the rangesm0H
<1 T (Hiab) andm0H<0.1 T (Hic). Further decreasing
the temperature, but still in the normal phase~aboveTp), we
observe a marked crossover to power-law regimes chara
ized by small exponents. This indicates the breakdown of
mean-field description for the fluctuation conductivity in o
YBCO crystal. In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 we show expanded vie
of representative results forxs

21 versusT in the close vicin-
ity of Tc . In Fig. 3, data for several fields applied parallel
theab plane are shown. The obtained scalings are indica
of genuine critical conductivity fluctuations. Just below t
Gaussian region, we notice a regime labeled by the expo
lcr

(1)50.3360.02. At very low fields, this regime holds in
temperature range smaller than 0.1 K, and may be disce
only when a given experiment is individually analyzed,
done in Fig. 5, and in Fig. 2 of Ref. 20. In plots like those
Figs. 3 and 4, thelcr

(1) regime may be visualized above
certain value of the applied field. In very low fields, a
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the asymptotic power-law regime
the fluctuation conductivity of our YBCO crystal corre
sponds to an exponentlcr

(2)50.1760.01. This regime is
rounded off in very small magnitudes of the applied fie
~approximately 5 mT whenHiab). At fields around 50 mT
(Hiab) or 10 mT (Hic), a crossover regime withl̄.0.24 is
observed, as represented in the figures. When the field at
100 mT (Hiab) or 20 mT (Hic), the only power law ob-
served in the critical region corresponds to thelcr

(1) exponent.
Above m0H.150 mT (Hiab) and m0H.40 mT (Hic)
the regimelcr

(1) is also rounded off. The ultimate critica
regimes observed are those corresponding tolcr

(1) andlcr
(2) .

When the temperature is further decreased towardsTp , xs
21

ted

FIG. 2. Representative plots ofxs
21 as a function ofT for

YBCO. Results are obtained in zero applied field, and inm0H
50.02 T (Hiab). The straight line labeled by the expone
lG

(2D) (51.060.1) is a fit to Eq.~4!, and corresponds to a 2D
Gaussian fluctuation regime. The line labeled bylG

(3D) (50.50
60.04) is also a fit to Eq.~4!, and represents a 3D Gaussian regim
3-3
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becomes rounded, and no power-law behavior can be
tematically identified.

For the geometryHiab, we observe inxs
21 a power-law

regime with exponentlG
2D51 up to the highest studied fiel

and for both field-current configurations (Hi j , H' j ). How-
ever, the 3D Gaussian regime is rounded off abovem0H
51 T, independently of the field orientation in theab plane.
WhenHic, we observe a 2D Gaussian region in fields up
1 T, whereas the 3D Gaussian regime is discerned only u
m0H50.1 T. For this field orientation, and for field magn
tudes above 2.5 T, no single power law inxs

21 could be

FIG. 3. Expanded view ofxs
21 versus T in the critical-

fluctuation region. Results for several~low! fields applied parallel to
the ab planes are shown. The straight line labeled by the expon
lcr

(2)50.17 correspond to a regime beyond the 3DXY fluctuations,
which is observable in very low values of the field. Larger fiel
tend to suppress this behavior, and stabilize a regime with an e
nent close tolcr

(1)50.33, which corresponds to critical 3DXY-E
fluctuations.

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3, but for fields oriented parallel to
c axis. In this case, fields belowm0H510 mT could not be ap-
plied.
21451
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identified. However, form0H55 T and above, the fluctua
tion magnetoconductivity data could be reasonably fitted
the 3D LLL scaling theory, as discussed in Sec. IV D.

We remark, from the results in Figs. 1–5, that the extra
lated critical temperatures are slightly different for the va
ous scaling regimes observed. This fact, which becomes
dent in our method of analysis, in whichTc is not considered
as a unique fitting parameter, is indeed expected on phys
grounds. For instance, the critical temperature relevant fo
mean-field Gaussian fuctuation regime should not be exa
coincident with the one characterizing a genuine criti
regime.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Fluctuation-conductivity exponent

The contribution of fluctuations to the electrical condu
tivity of superconductors may be estimated from the Dru
kinetic formula,24

Ds>~2e2/m!nst, ~6!

wherens is the density of Cooper pairs,t is the lifetime of
the evanescent superconducting droplets, ande andm are the
electron charge and mass, respectively. In the critical reg
ns varies as the order-parameter correlation function, t
is,25

ns~j!;^c~j!c~0!&;j22d2h, ~7!

wherej is the correlation length,d is the dimensionality of
the fluctuation spectrum, andh is a critical exponent. On the
other hand, according to the dynamical scaling theory,17 t
;jz. Thus, we expect that the fluctuation conductivity d
verges atTc with the exponent

l5n~22d1z2h!, ~8!

wheren is the critical exponent for the correlation length.

nt

o-

e

FIG. 5. Representative run ofxs
21 versusT in the critical region,

allowing the observation of the narrow regime characterized by
exponentlcr

(1)50.33 ~3D XY-E), which is located between the
Gaussian and the asymptoticlcr

(2)50.17 regimes.
3-4
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B. Gaussian fluctuations

1. 2D and 3D regimes

The mean-field GL theory predicts thatn51/2, z52, and
h50. Thus, as shown by Aslamasov and Larkin~AL !,26 the
Gaussian exponents depend on the dimensionality as

lG522
d

2
. ~9!

As depicted in Fig. 2, a Gaussian fluctuation regime c
responding tod52 describes our results in the reduced te
perature range extending from«50.04 down to«50.014.
Decreasing the temperature towardsTc , our xs

21 results
cross over to a power-law behavior governed by 3D Gau
ian fluctuations. However, the observed 2D-3D crosso
cannot be described by Eq.~5!, which is deduced from the
LD model, and the fluctuation results in the Gaussian reg
are better interpreted using the framework of the AL theo
According to this theory, the critical amplitudes are given

A2D5
e2

16\s
~10a!

and

A3D5
e2

32\j~0!
~10b!

in the 2D and 3D cases, respectively. In Eq.~10a!, s is the
relevant layer thickness for the 2D fluctuation syste
whereasj(0) in Eq. ~10b! is the amplitude of the GL coher
ence length. For a planar anisotropic system, as describe
the LD model, the critical amplitude is also given by E
~10b!, butj(0) should be interpreted as the coherence len
perpendicular to the layered structure,jc(0).

Substituting the experimental critical amplitude in E
~10b!, we estimate the coherence lengthjc.0.115 nm. This
value is in rather good agreement with determinations fr
other authors.4,5,27We list in Table I the values calculated fo
jc at various applied fields. There, it appears that this par
eter is rather insensitive to the field orientation and mag
tude within the ranges of observation. On the other ha
fitting our xs

21 results to Eq.~5! in the same temperatur
range, we obtain the parametera50.43. Combining this re-
sult with the determinedjc , we deduce thats.0.35 nm.
This value fors is of the order of the distance between t
pair of dimpled Cu-O2 layers,28 characteristic of the YBCO
unit cell. However, one can expect that this layered sys
effectively decouples whenjc(T) becomes smaller than th
separation between the double-layer structures, whichd
.0.83 nm.28 Then, the fluctuation spectrum would acquire
2D character in a reduced temperature much smaller
that expected from the LD model, in accordance to our
perimental observations. A verification of this hypothesis
obtained by replacing the experimental amplitude,A2D , for
the 2D Gaussian regime in Eq.~10a! and computing the ef-
fective thicknesss. As listed in Table I, we find the field
independent values51.060.1 nm, which is indeed close t
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d and to the lattice constantc. An additional check comes
from the estimation of the temperature-dependent GL coh
ence length at the lower reduced-temperature limit for the
Gaussian region. Consistently, we obtainjc.0.9 nm.

2. Second critical field

Although the Gaussian critical amplitudes are unaffec
by the magnetic field, the extrapolated mean-field criti
temperatures are field dependent. In Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! we
show the critical temperatures for the 3D Gaussian and
the critical regimes as functions of the applied field in t
casesHic and Hiab, respectively. These temperatures a
obtained by extrapolating each fluctuation regime toxs

21

50 with the help of Eq.~4!.
The slopesdTc

3D2G/dH for the mean-field critical tem-
peratures of the 3D Gaussian regime are different for the
field directions. We obtain 1.16 K/T and 0.07 K/T forHic
and Hiab, respectively. From these slopes and the expr
sions for the anisotropic second critical field in a layer
superconductor,29

TABLE I. Values obtained in various applied fields for the c
herence lengthjc(0) and the thicknesss by substituting the experi-
mental amplitudes for the 3D and 2D Gaussian fluctuation cond
tivities in Eqs. ~10a! and ~10b!, respectively. Also listed are the
amplitudes for the critical regimes characterized by the expon
lcr

(1)50.33 andlcr
(2)50.17.

m0Hiab' j jc(0) s A0.33 A0.17

~T! ~nm! ~nm! (mV cm) (mV cm)

0 0.12 1.0 0.76 0.33
0.001 1.0 0.79 0.35
0.002 0.11 1.0 0.77 0.35
0.004 0.11 1.1 0.79 0.34
0.008 0.11 1.0 0.79 0.34
0.01 0.12 1.0 0.75 0.34
0.02 0.11 1.1 0.79
0.04 0.11 1.1 0.76
0.06 0.12 1.0 0.73
0.08 0.12 1.0 0.76
0.10 0.11 1.1 0.75
0.50 0.11 0.9
1.0 0.10 1.1

m0Hic jc(0) s A0.33 A0.17

~T! ~nm! ~nm! (mV cm) (mV cm)

0 0.12 1.0 0.76 0.33
0.01 0.12 1.0 0.75
0.02 0.12 1.0 0.77
0.04 0.11 1.1 0.67
0.06 0.12 1.0
0.08 0.11 1.0
0.10 0.11 1.1
3-5
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Hc2
(c)~T!5

f0

2pjab
2 ~T!

and Hc2
(ab)~T!5

f0

2pjabjc
, ~11!

where~c! and (ab) mean parallel to thec axis andab plane,
respectively, andf0 is the quantum of flux, we may estima
the coherence lengths parallel and perpendicular to the C
planes. Assuming that the coherence length depends on
temperature as in the GL theory,j(T)5j(0)«21/2, we cal-
culate jab(0)52.060.4 nm and jc(0)50.1360.03 nm.
The value forjab(0) is in reasonable agreement with es
mations from susceptibility5 and second critical field30,31

measurements. The value found forjc(0) agrees with our
estimations from the fluctuation conductivity results. Th
finding is interesting since it represents a criterion of se
consistency for our analysis of the Gaussian contribution
the fluctuation conductivity in our YBCO crystal.

C. 3D XY and beyond 3DXY scalings

As shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5~and in theH-T diagrams of
Figs. 8 and 9!, the critical-fluctuation region for our sampl
presents aninternal structure. Decreasing the temperatur

FIG. 6. Field dependence of the critical temperatures obtai
from extrapolations toxs

2150 of the power-law fluctuation regime
fitted to Eq. ~4!. Black dots correspond to the mean-field critic
temperatures for the 3D Gaussian regime. Open circles de
Tc(H) for the critical 3DXY-E regime, and the black squares giv
Tc(H) for the regime described by the exponentlcr

(2)50.17. Panel
~a! presents results forHic, and panel~b! refers toHiab.
21451
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towardsTc , we first observe a fluctuation-conductivity re
gime described by a power law with exponentlcr

(1)50.33.
This is very close to the predicted value of 0.32, obtain
from Eq. ~8! with the full dynamic 3DXY model,15 for
which32 n50.67, h50.03, and17,33 z53/2. This scaling be-
havior, which we call 3DXY-E because of the model-E
dynamics,17 was first observed in YBCO polycrystallin
samples,7 then in single crystals of YBCO~Refs. 16 and 18!
and Bi2Sr2Ca2CuO8 ~Ref. 34!. For the specific sample bein
studied here, the width of the 3DXY region is very small. It
is almost unnoticeable in the zero-field plots of Figs. 3 and
and is slightly better defined in the plot shown in Fig. 5.

In our sample, when the temperature is further decrea
towardsTc , a new scaling regime is observed within th
critical region. This inner region corresponds to a power l
with exponentlcr

(2) .
As shown in theH-T diagrams of Figs. 8 and 9, all o

these critical-fluctuation regimes are destroyed upon the
plication of low magnetic fields. The 3DXY-E scaling is the
most robust against a magnetic field, and its upper temp
ture limit is about 0.5 K aboveTc , as formerly observed.7

This value is in agreement with estimations of the Ginzbu
number for YBCO.35

The observation of the regime beyond 3DXY-E scaling
was first reported in Ref. 20. Its interpretation is still uncle
In Ref. 20 we suggested that thelcr

(2) regime might be pre-
cursor to a weak first-order pairing transition. A first-ord
transition occurs when the absolute minimum of t
Ginzburg-Landau free-energyF switches discontinuously
from the high-temperature position,ucu50, to the one with
nonzeroucu. One can expect that above but in close vicin
to Tc , the system is allowed to fluctuate between the t
free-energy minima because of the low height of the bar
that separates them. This could affect the system dynam
modifying the effective value ofz. According to this picture,
the weak-first-order transition could be approached fr
above roughly within the static 3DXY scheme, but with a
gradual evolution in its dynamics. For instance, the va
lcr

(2).0.17 may be reproduced ifz.1.28 in Eq.~4!. In prin-
ciple, the description proposed above does not preclude
observation, in very clean samples, of crossover regim
with exponents smaller thanlcr

(2) , since the limit of discon-
tinuous first-order behavior would correspond to an effect
valuel50.

An alternative description that does not involve chang
in the dynamics was also proposed in Ref. 20 with its ba
on the scaling analysis presented by Fisher and Berker36 for
a first-order transition driven by the temperature. This the
predicts that the coherence-length critical exponent is gi
by n51/d, which, for d53, would correspond to approxi
mately one-half of its value for the 3DXY model. Then,
keeping the 3DXY-E values forz and h in Eq. ~8!, one
would calculatel.0.16, which is in agreement with th
experimental value forlcr

(2) .
An additional indication of the ultimate first-order chara

ter of the pairing transition in YBCO is the increase~see
Figs. 3–6! in the extrapolated critical temperature for th
lcr

(2) regime when compared to that obtained for the

d

te
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XY-E scaling. In a second-order phase transition,Tc is
reached whenF flattens out around the equilibrium point.
the transition is weakly first order,F would appear as effec
tively flat at a higher temperature, when the minimum
nonzeroucu starts to appear, yielding a higher extrapolat
value ofTc with respect to one that would be obtained if t
transition remained strictly second order. This effect
counts for the somewhat paradoxical results of Fig. 3, wh
critical fluctuations seem to shiftTc upwards with respect to
its mean-field value.

If the pairing transition in YBCO is indeed of first orde
the mechanism that drives this is still unclear. Halper
Lubensky, and Ma,37 many years ago proposed that coupli
of the order parameter to fluctuations of the electromagn
field may drive the superconducting transition into a wea
first-order one. However, their theory predicts that first-or
effects would occur in a reduced-temperature range too
row to be observed in an extreme type-II superconducto
YBCO. In Table I we list the amplitudes of the 3DXY-E and
thelcr

(2) critical scalings, and in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! we show
the field dependence of the extrapolated critical temperat
for these regimes.

D. Lowest-Landau-level scaling

For theHic configuration, the Aslamazov-Larkin fluctua
tion regimes are observed only up tom0H51 T in our
sample. This fact raises the possibility for describing the
perconducting transition in YBCO in terms of the LLL ap
proximation for applied fields above this limit applied alon
the c axis. Indeed, the critical and LLL scalings cannot c
exist in the same region of theH-T plane, and the issue o
critical versus LLL interpretation for magnetic-field effec
on the fluctuation regimes of the HTSC has been the sub
of intense controversy.8,10,13,14

Within the LLL approximation, physical properties sca
with the variable tLLL 5@T2Tc(H)#/(TH)2/3, in a 3D
system.12,38The relevant equation for analyzing the excess
conductivity is12

Ds5S T2

H D 1/3

f ~ tLLL !, ~12!

where f is an unknown scaling function. Thus, plottin
Ds(H1/3/T2/3) versustLLL , one should obtain a single curv
independent ofH. In Fig. 7 we show such a plot for ourDs
results in fields of 1, 5, 10, and 14 T applied along thec axis.
There one observes that, except for the casem0H51 T, the
data collapse reasonably well onto a single curve. This in
cates that the 3D LLL approximation describes correctly
fluctuation conductivity in our sample in fields higher th
m0H55 T applied perpendicular to the Cu-O planes. The
results are in agreement with fluctuation analysis of trans
properties,38 magnetization,10,38 and specific heat10,14 in
YBCO. The only discrepancy between the scalings repo
in different works concerns the value of the minimum fie
required to stabilize the 3D LLL state. Some authors10,14

claim that good LLL scaling is already possible form0H
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51 T, while others13 find it possible only for fields above 6
T, which is closer to our estimation.

E. H -T diagrams

The whole set of our measurements is used to sketchH-T
diagrams where the domains of validity for each type
scaling may be visualized. Figure 8 shows a log-log rep
sentation of the diagram obtained whenHiab (Hi j ). We
chooseTp(H) as the parameter to which the reduced te
peratures refer, since each fluctuation regime represente
the diagram has its own extrapolated critical temperatu

FIG. 7. Lowest-Landau-level scaling for fluctuation magne
conductivity in YBCO in fieldsm0H51, 5, 10, and 14 T applied
along thec axis. The fitting parametersTc(H) are quoted on the
figure.

FIG. 8. H-T diagram showing the regions of dominance
Gaussian and critical scalings in the normal phase of YBCO. T
regions are labeled by the observed exponents. The reduced
peratures are referred toTp(H), which is the maximum ofdr/dT,
and the field is applied parallel to the Cu-O planes. The location
the critical regimes is marked by a continuous contour.
3-7
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The boundaries delimiting the regions of dominance of
various scaling behaviors are determined with considera
experimental uncertainty, and should not be regarded
sharply defined. For instance, we notice the large cross
region separating the 2D from the 3D Gaussian regimes.
ticeable also is the internal structure of the critical regim
which is encircled by a continuous line in Fig. 8.

The diagram obtained for the configurationHiab (H' j )
is quantitatively similar to that of Fig. 8. This indicates th
there is no appreciable anisotropy concerning the rela
orientation of the field and current for the in-plane fluctu
tion conductivity in the normal phase of YBCO. Figure
shows the diagram obtained whenHic. In this case, the lim-
iting fields for the critical regimes are scaled down by so
anisotropy factor. We notice that the limiting field for th
lcr

(2) regime is below 10 mT, which is the minimum fiel
value that we could apply for the configurationHic. The
LLL scaling describes the data in a large temperature ra
both above and belowTp(H) for fields abovem0H55 T in
this configuration.

It is interesting to observe in Figs. 8 and 9 that, as d
cussed in Sec. IV B 1, the 3DXY-E scaling is stable only
when rather small fields are applied. This observation is
contrast with some field-dependent specific-heat results8,13

where the 3DXY scaling is reported to hold up to 6 T an
above.

V. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our in-plane fluctuation-magnetoconductivity results
YBCO reveal the occurrence of Gaussian regimes in a la
temperature range whose lower limit is about 0.5 K abo
the value ofTc extrapolated from the genuine critical regim
Farther from the critical temperature, the fluctuation sp
trum is effectively two dimensional, but a crossover to a
behavior is observed when the temperature comes c
enough toTc . Although the Lawrence-Doniach theory d
scribes correctly the 3D limit of the Gaussian regime, it fa
to reproduce the observed 3D-2D crossover. Indeed, the

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 8, but for theHic configuration. In
this case a region dominated by LLL fluctuations is identified.
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Gaussian regime extrapolates to a mean-field critical te
perature which is smaller than the correspondingTc

MF for the
3D Gaussian region. This behavior shows that YBCO i
superconductor characterized by a double pla
periodicity.39 The distance between the Cu-O layers with
the double-sheet structures controls the 3D fluctuation sp
trum, whereas the decoupling to an effectively 2D regim
occurs whenjc(T) decreases to a value slightly smaller th
the lattice constantc, which is the periodicity length assoc
ated with the double Cu-O planes. The same kind of dou
planar periodicity underlies the behavior of fluctuation co
ductivity in Bi-2212 ~Ref. 34!.

The critical amplitude for the 3D Gaussian fluctuatio
magnetoconductivity and the corresponding field-depend
critical temperature allow us to estimate the isotropic G
coherence length. We obtainjc(0)50.1 nm andjab(0)
52 nm. From the lower-temperature limit for the 3
Gaussian scaling, and from the respective mean-field crit
temperature extrapolated from thexs

21 data, we estimate the
Ginzburg number Gi50.005 at low applied fields for both
field orientations.

We remark that we were able to describe consistently
conductivity-fluctuation results in the mean-field regim
without considering additional contributions as the Ma
Thompson~MT! term.40 In fact, there exists some consens
about the absence of appreciable MT effects on the fluc
tion conductivity of the HTSC.2,4,7,41The reason that make
the MT contribution negligible is still unclear. For instanc
it could result from strong pair-breaking effects or from t
unconventional nature of superconductivity in these co
pounds.

The Gaussian regimes are moderately robust agains
application of magnetic fields. For the orientationHiab, the
3D Gaussian scaling is observed up tom0H51 T, and the
2D Gaussian scaling up to the highest studied field,m0H
514 T. WhenHic, the 3D Gaussian regime holds up
m0H50.1 T, whereas the 2D Gaussian regime is valid up
m0H51 T. For fields equal and abovem0H55 T applied
along thec-axis, our results could be scaled according to
predictions of the 3D lowest-Landau-level theory.

Genuine critical behavior is clearly identified in our low
field measurements. The critical region has an internal st
ture, and two power-law regimes are observed in seque
whenT approachesTc from above. The corresponding crit
cal exponents arelcr

(1)50.3360.04 andlcr
(2)50.1760.01.

The value of the exponentlcr
(1) is consistent with the predic

tions for the 3DXY universality class with the model-E
dynamical exponentz53/2.17,33 This observation points to a
simple description of the superconducting transition
YBCO, where the symmetry of the GL order parameter
given by the O~2! rotation group.19 The observed 3DXY-E
scaling is essentially a zero-field one, since form0H
>0.1 T (Hiab) or m0H>0.04 T (Hic) criticality is
rounded off. A clear interpretation of the regime beyond 3
XY-E scaling is still lacking. An interesting possibility de
serving further investigation is the hypothesis that t
lcr

(2)-regime is precursor to an ultimate weakly-first-ord
pairing transition in YBCO.
3-8
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